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The women-led groups included in our study tend to
define program areas broadly, encourage participation,
and value diversity on their boards and staffs. While
women-led groups tend to exhibit the very qualities that
have been identified as desirable in Comprehensive
Community Initiatives (CCI) initiatives, these efforts
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and Vidal note, there has been a
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Instead,
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housing, education, health, arts and culture, economic

requires the existence of social capital; he defines social capital as

"NPWGs do not cluster around

these programs which are often designed and developed

neighborhoods through the creation

According

Boston, revealed that

examination of NPWGs

a set of narrowly defined 'gender issues.'"

participation, increase civic capacity, as well as stabilize

women and girls often overlooked or excluded

their needs. Furthermore, the

terms of the degree to which they increase citizen

However "uni-
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They found that neighborhoods
with high levels of social capital thrive and develop,
while those with low levels do not. In their words,
neighborhood

stability.

"building social capital
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an effective

way

to
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management;
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racial diversity; and a broad range of program foci."
Our study of women-led organizations across the county
found that this tended to be true nationally as well. The
sive decision

In an empirical examination of neighborhood stability,
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community participation and trust, and by creating community networks and civic action, they represent a model
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Earlier research

Our research finds that women-led groups define their
community development efforts broadly and holistically,
and emphasize participation and local democracy. To

on the issue of gender

development found
shi P positions
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in leader-
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male-led groups. This study confirms women's broad,
inclusive definition of community development.
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Women-led CDOs in particular have taken on multiple
roles in the community including housing and economic
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service delivery.
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ways that connected

ability to see the
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about their personal development

hostile to nonprofit develop-

to regardless of geographic location.
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While the political culture of a city or region affects
women's leadership in community development, there
are barriers that most women we interviewed pointed

personal histories were compelling accounts

their activism

government

history and a support-

at

them be-

Most women

report

having overcome many of these obstacles through extra work and perseverance borne of their commitment

community. Because women-led CDOs represent a model of democratic localism and social capital
construction, their strategies and programs are worthy

and

to their

agendas of the women-led organizations. What these

community women bring to their organizations is unique,
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